No. AIBSNLEA/CHQ/Dir(HR)/2012

DATED:07.12.2012

To,
Shri A N Rai,
Director (HR), BSNL
New Delhi-110001.

Sub: Transfer of AGMs/DEs from different Circles to parent circles-Earlier
transferred on promotion to different Circles due to non availability of posts on
DE(Adhoc) promotion.
Respected Sir,
We would like to bring to draw your kind attention that, more than 100 DEs on promotion in
the months of June and July, 2010,were given posting to different Circles due to non availability of
vacant DEs posts in their parent Circles. Mostly the SDEs(T) on promotion to DE posts from
Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Chennai TD, STR & STP Circles were given posting to AP, MH, KT,GUJ
and Jharkhand Circles. These 300 DEs presently working in AP, MH, KT,GUJ and Jharkhand
Circles have completed more than 2 and ½ years and during this period sufficient number of DEs
posts have been vacated due to retirements, VRS and transfers. Now all these 100 DEs have
requested for transfer to their parent Circles i.e. Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Chennai TD, STR & STP
Circles without TA/TP due to their family/medical problems.
It is understood that, the AP, MH, KT, GUJ and Jharkhand Circles. Managements
appreciating the problems being faced by these DEs are also ready to relive them without
substitutes by making local officiating/look after arrangements. Pers cell of BSNL CO is of the
opinion that, all these DEs requests will be considered along with the DE promotions. But, the fact
remains that CPC form SDE(T) to DE is being delayed for the last two years on the pretext of
pending Court cases. And even if the CPC is conducted and promotion orders are issued in near
future and the substitutes are given on promotion from DEs. We have apprehension that most of
them may forgo their promotion and these 300 DEs will further not be relieved for want of
substitutes, which will create frustration.
In view of the above, it is therefore requested to kindly intervene in the matter, so that,
these 100 DEs transfer orders on their OWN COST and request are issued at the earliest.
With kind regards,
Copy to : Shri A K Jain, Sr GM(Pers), BSNL CO, ND-1.

Yours Sincerely,
-sd(Prahlad Rai)
General Secretary.

